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Zhu, Zhen Jane, Sullivan, Erin, Levesque, Laurie L., CTSE Symposium for Technology & Learning, "Bring faculty expertise to classroom through case writing: SBS Case Community of Practice," CTSE, Suffolk University, Boston. (May 2022).

Levesque, Laurie L. (Moderator), 59th Annual Meeting, "Career Transitions: Preparing for the roles of Chairperson, Director, Associate Dean or Dean," Eastern Academy of Management, Portland, ME. (May 19, 2022).


Leigh, Elyssebeth (Presenter & Author), Levesque, Laurie L. (Author Only), Annual Conference, "Situational awareness and facilitating complex simulations: Crossing liminal boundaries with the 'unseen helmsman,'" Australasian Simulation Congress, online. (November 2021).

Leigh, Elyssebeth (Presenter & Author), Levesque, Laurie L. (Author Only), 52nd annual conference, "Cynefin Domains of knowledge and boundaries in Simulation and Experience-based Education.," International Simulation and Gaming Association, online. (September 2021).

Leigh, Elyssebeth (Presenter & Author), Levesque, Laurie L. (Presenter & Author), Management and Organizational Behavior Teaching Conference, "Using Cynefin Domains to Prepare Graduates for Complex, Chaotic, or Confusing Situations," MOBTS. (June 18, 2021).

Levesque, Laurie L. (Moderator), Leigh, Elyssebeth (Moderator), Management and Organizational Behavior Teaching Conference, "The Influence of Instructor Propinquity," MOBTS. (June 16, 2021).


Levesque, Laurie L (Chair), Annual Meeting, "Career Challenges of Directors, Chairs, and Assistant/Associate Deans," Suffolk University, Portland, ME. (May 2020).
Levesque, Laurie L. (Presenter & Author), Beaver, Gregory (Presenter & Author), Annual Meeting, "Speed Interviewing: Violating Cultural Values," Eastern Academy of Management, Portland, ME. (May 2020).
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Levesque, Laurie, Monsen, Erik, "Research in Start-ups - The View from Inside," Academy of Management, Atlanta, Georgia. (August 2006).


Levesque, Laurie, "Opportunistic Hiring and Employee Role Creation," Entrepreneurship From the Employee's Perspective, Max Planck Institute for Economics, Jena, Germany. (February 2006).


Nelson, Teresa, Levesque, Laurie, "The Comparative Participation of Women as Governance Leaders across Economic Sectors: Is the Promise of Entrepreneurship Fulfilled?,"


